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Who are we? 

• Research intensive UK university

• 39,700 students

• 12,000 staff (2,040 research staff)

• Ranked 35th in the world

• Graphene!

• M2020 goals
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Pure @ UoM

• 8000 current users

• Rolling out to 3500 PGR students now

• HR (staff), CRM (orgs), Campus Solutions (students) integrations

• Use of the majority of content types 

• AMM implementation later this year
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You can't always get what you 
want…

Part 1
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The UoM implementation

• Replace institutional repository

• Migrate 200,000 research output records

• Provide a home for activity and impact data

• Synchronise 47k applications and 25k awards

• Replace research profiles

• Internal assessment tool

• Networks and beacons
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The UoM implementation

• Awards Management

• Costing tool

• Dashboards and advanced reporting

• Integrated funding opportunities
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But if you try sometimes you just 
might find …

Part 2
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The unforeseen benefits!

Inter

operab

ility

Data 

quality

Research outputs

HR data

RIS and BibTeX

Working closely with the PURE/Research team has 

helped to raise some awareness on HR data anomalies 

by allowing individuals access to the information that we 

hold on them via the PURE system and related 

websites.

It has been a helpful exercise from an HR perspective 

as it is always a logistical challenge to keep details up to 

date on ResourceLink (and in sync in peripheral 

systems).
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Supporting Business Engagement information 

needs

Use case #1

The challenge
Helping our Business Engagement Team show-case our 

collaborations with potential industrial partners.

The solution
Reporting across research information to provide a full 

picture of activity with business.

The impact
Enabling BE colleagues to have accurate and up to date 

information about existing relationships.

We have used PURE system for Business 

Engagement enquiries to cross check the quality of 

data on collaborative research activities for a specific 

country and data range. I managed quite quickly to 

identify the relevant academics at the University of 

Manchester that had projects listed which provided a 

clearer picture for senior management report. We are 

looking forward to future PURE integration with other 

systems currently available at the University.
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Supporting Social Responsibility activities

Use case #2

The challenge
Understanding the breadth of our work in local 

communities.

The solution
Reporting across multiple content types e.g. activities, 

research outputs, projects and fields e.g. title, description 

address.

The impact
A full picture of our social responsibility activity locally in 

schools, colleges and with the third sector.

Across a large and complex university like Manchester, 

Pure has allowed me to quickly demonstrate our existing 

research strengths, linkages and added-value to external 

stakeholders – be these large players where we have 

multiple and complex connections (e.g. Manchester City 

Council, Co-op or the BBC) or where people wish to 

understand what research has happened across 'their 

patch’ e.g. a CEO or a Councillor of a local authority 

wishing to know what we’ve contributed in their area.
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Showcasing research group activity

Use case #3

The challenge
Providing a showcasing platform for research groups at 

UoM.

The solution
Use of the Project module to produce research group 

micro-sites.

The impact
Reduction in number of out of date websites

Decreased burden on web teams to maintain multiple 

websites.
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Supporting PGRs to manage their research 

information

Use case #4

The challenge
To support the roll-out of Pure to UoM’s PGRs.

Provide a mechanism for which PGRs could record their 

activity and present rich profile information to potential 

employers.

The solution
Pilot with 3 schools, roll-out to remaining 14 schools by end 

of academic year. Partnership with Graduate Education 

colleagues, the University’s Careers Service and Alumni 

division. 

The impact
Pure becomes an integral tool for PGRs during their 

programmes.
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You get what you need!

Part 3
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• Awards Management

• Datasets – Mendeley 

partnership

• ResearchFish interoperability

Future plans
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Pushing the boundaries of Pure

• Staff profiles

• Costing tool

• Student thesis management

• Internal funding opportunities
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www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence

Thank you!


